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Abstract. The paper describes an implementation of deep reinforce-
ment learning through self-supervised learning within the proof assis-
tant HOL4. A close interaction between the machine learning modules
and the HOL4 library is achieved by the choice of tree neural networks
(TNNs) as machine learning models and the internal use of HOL4 terms
to represent tree structures of TNNs. Recursive improvement is possible
when a given task is expressed as a search problem. In this case, a Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm guided by a TNN can be used to
explore the search space and produce better examples for training the
next TNN. As an illustration, tasks over propositional and arithmetical
terms, representative of fundamental theorem proving techniques, are
specified and learned: truth estimation, end-to-end computation, term
rewriting and term synthesis.
1 Introduction
Improvements in automated theorem provers (ATPs) have been so far predom-
inantly done by inventing new search paradigms such as superposition [14] and
SMT [2]. Over the years, developers of these provers have optimized their mod-
ules and fine-tuned their parameters. As time progresses, it is becoming evident
that more intricate collaboration between search algorithms and intuitive guid-
ance is necessary. ATP developers have frequently manually translated their
intuition into guiding heuristics and tested many different parameter combina-
tions. The first success demonstrating the possibility of replacing these heuris-
tics by machine learning guidance has been demonstrated in ITP Hammers [3].
There, feature-based predictors on large interactive theorem prover (ITP) li-
braries learn to select relevant theorems for a conjecture. This step drastically
reduces the search space. As a result, ATPs can prove many conjectures pro-
posed by ITP users. The last landmark that is a major source of inspiration for
this paper is the development and success of self-improving neurally guided algo-
rithms in perfect information games [29]. In this work, we adapt such algorithms
to theorem proving tasks.
The hope is that systems using the learning paradigm will eventually improve
on and outperform the best heuristically-guided ATPs. We believe that the best
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design for a solver is one that generalizes across many tasks. One way to achieve
this is to minimize the amount of algorithmic bias based on human knowledge of
the specific domain. Eventually, given enough examples, the neural architecture
might be able to recognize and exploit patterns by itself. For large domains that
require vast amount of knowledge and understanding, the number of required
examples to capture all the patterns is too large. That is why our experiments
are performed on domains with a small number of basic concepts.
To test the generality of our approach, we choose four different tasks related
to theorem proving. The first task is to guess the truth of a formula. Acquiring
this ability is important for discarding false conjectures and flawed derivations.
The second task is to estimate the value of an expression. It is an example of
model evaluation which can be in general useful for conjecturing and approximate
reasoning. The aim of the third task is to rewrite a term to a desired form by
applying rewrite steps. If successful, the search trace produced can be used as a
justification for the computation. Term rewriting is a powerful tool for both ITPs
and ATPs. In ITPs, rewrite systems are used extensively to simplify variety of
expressions. In ATPs a generalization of term rewriting called paramodulation
forms the basis for equality reasoning. The objective of the fourth task is to
synthesize terms. In itself, term synthesis is probably the less explored technique
as it is often not so efficient way of exploring a search space as deduction-based
methods. This task is however crucial in inductive theorem proving [10] and
in counterexample generators [6,4] as it can be used to provide an induction
predicate or a witness. The current approaches for such tasks often rely on brute
force enumeration, heuristics and manually deduced constraints.
Contributions This paper presents a general framework that lays out the founda-
tions for neurally guided solving of multiple tasks related to theorem proving. We
evaluate the suitability of tree neural networks to four different theorem prov-
ing tasks. On two, we focus on showing how deep reinforcement learning [31]
algorithms can acquire the knowledge necessary to solve such problems through
exploratory searches. The framework is integrated in the HOL4 [30] system (see
Section 6). Hence, HOL4 terms and procedures are used to specify our tasks.
The contributions of this paper are: (i) the implementation of TNNs and double-
headed TNNs with the associated backpropagation algorithm, (ii) a comparison
of their learning abilities with state-of-the-art predictors, (iii) the implementa-
tion of a guided MCTS algorithm [5] for arbitrary specified search problems,
(iv) the creation of levels for curriculum learning, and (v) the demonstration of
continuous self-improvement for a large number of generations.
2 Tree Neural Networks
In the machine learning field, various kinds of predictors are more suitable for
learning various tasks. That is why with new problems come new kinds of predic-
tors. It is particularly true for predictors such as neural networks. For maximum
learning efficiency, the structure of the problem should be reflected in the struc-
ture of the neural network. For example, convolutional neural networks are best
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for handling pictures as their structure have space invariant properties whereas
recurrent networks can handle text better. For our purpose, we have chosen neu-
ral network that are in particular designed to take into account the tree structure
of terms and formulas as in [22].
2.1 Architecture
A tree neural network (TNN) is a machine learning model designed to approx-
imate functions from TO 7→ R
n. We define first the structure of the tree neural
network and then show how to compute with it.
Definition (tree neural network) Let O be a set of operators and TO be the set
of all terms than can be constructed from O. We define a tree neural network
to be a set of feed-forward neural networks with n layers and a tanh activation
function for each layer. There is one network for each operator f noted NN(f)
and one for the head. The NN operator of a function with arity a is to learn a
function from Ra∗d to Rd. And the head network is to approximate a function
from R to Rn. As an optimization for a operator f with arity 0,NN(f) is defined
to be a vector of weights in R since multiple layers are not needed for learning
a constant function.
Embedding Given a TNN, we can now define recursively an embedding function
E : TO 7→ R
d by E(f(t1, . . . , ta) =def NN (f)(E(t1), . . . , E(ta)) This function
produces an internal representation of the terms to be later processed by the
head network. This internal representation is often called a thought vector.
Output The head network interprets the internal representation and makes the
last computations towards the expected result. In particular, it reduces the em-
bedding dimension d to the dimension of the output n. The application of a
TNN on a term t gives the result H(E(t)). It is possible to learn a different ob-
jective by replacing only the head of the network. We use this to our advantage
in the reinforcement learning experiments where we have the double objective
of predicting a policy and a value (see Section3). For efficiency reasons, we have
dedicated code for double-headed TNN in our implementation.
Higher-Order Terms A HOL4 term can be encoded into a first-order term (i.e.
a labeled tree) in two steps. First, the function applications f x are rewritten
to apply(f, x) introducing an explicit apply operator. Second, the lambda terms
λx.t are substituted with lam(x, t) using the additional operator lam. All our
tasks 5 are however performed on HOL4 terms that are essentially first-order
and thus do not require these encodings.
Training To train a TNN over a set of examples, we follow the batch gradient
descent algorithm [23] and update the weights using backpropagation.
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3 Deep Reinforcement Learning
When possible, the deep reinforcement learning approach [31] is preferable to
a supervised learning approach for two main reasons. First, an oracle is not
required. This means that the algorithm is more general as it does not require
a specific oracle for each task and can even learn task for which nobody knows
a good solution. Secondly by decomposing the problem in many steps, the trace
of the computation becomes visible which is particularly important if one wants
a justification for the final result.
We present here our methodology to achieve deep reinforcement learning
through self-supervised learning. It consists of three phases. During the explo-
ration phase, a search tree is build by the MCTS algorithm from a prior value
and prior policy. These priors are updated by looking at the consequence of each
action. During the training phase, a new TNN learns to replicate this improved
policy and value. The competition phase verifies that the new TNN is indeed
better that the prior TNN by comparing how efficient they are at guiding the
MCTS algorithm on some problems. One iteration of the reinforcement learning
loop is called a generation.
3.1 Specification of a Search Problem
Any task that can be solved in a series of steps with decision points at each
step can be used to construct search problems. For example, theorem proving is
considered a search task by construction. Other para-proving tasks are harder to
view in such a light, such as: programming, conjecturing, making definitions, re-
factoring. Here, a search task is described as a single-player perfect information
game.
Definition 1. (Search problem)
A search problem is an oriented graph.
The nodes are a set of states (S) with particular labels for: a starting state s0 ∈ S,
a subset of winning states W ⊂ S, and a subset of losing states L ⊂ S.
The oriented edges are labeled by a finite set of moves M. The transition function
T : S×M 7→ S returns the state reached by making a move from the input state.
To solve the problem, an algorithm needs to find a path p from the starting state
to a winning state avoiding the losing states.
An end state is a state that is either winning or losing. A policy P is a
function from S to [0, 1]cardinal(M) that assigns to each state s a real number for
each move. It is intended to be a probability which indicates the percentage of
times each move should be explored at each state. Policy score for impossible
moves are set to 0 thus never selected during MCTS.
A value V is a function from S to the interval [0, 1]. V (s) is used as an
estimate of how likely the search algorithm is to complete the task. Therefore,
the function needs to respect this additional constraints: a value of 1 for winning
states, and a value of 0 for losing states.
In our implementation, P and V are approximated simultaneously by a
double-headed TNN.
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3.2 Monte Carlo Tree Search
An in-depth explanation of the Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm is given in
[5]. This search algorithm strikes a good balance between exploration of uncer-
tain paths and exploitation of path leading to states with good value V . The
algorithm was recently improved in [29]. The estimation of the value V , which
used to be approximated by the proportion of random walks to a winning state,
is now returned by a deep neural network.
A search problem is explored by the MCTS algorithm with the help of a prior
policy P and a prior value V . The algorithm starts from an initial tree (that
we call a root tree) containing a initial state and proceeds to gradually build a
search tree. Each iteration of the MCTS loop can be decomposed into three main
components: node selection, node extension and backup. One step of this loop
usually creates a new node in the search tree unless the node selection reached
an end state (winning or losing). The search is stopped after a fixed number of
iterations of the loop (typically 1600 in our experiments), also called the number
of simulations. The node selection process is guided by the PUCT formula [1].
We set its exploration coefficient to 2.0 in our experiments. The backup step is
slightly modified. The rewards are calculated as usual with winning state given
a reward of 1 and losing states a reward of 0 and the rewards for other states is
given by the value V . The difference to the standard algorithm is that rewards
are multiplied by a discount factor when propagating a reward of a node to its
parent. The maximum search depth in our experiments is around 200, thus we
use a discount factor of 0.99 as 0.99200=˜0.13.
This factor was mainly introduced as an attempt to limit looping behavior
in our search without explicitly forbidding it when defining the search problem.
However, the introduction of a discount factor has the side effects that now the
search has two potentially conflicting objectives. The first one is to find a winning
state and the second one is to find the shortest one. For example, a value of 0.13
might either indicate that there is 100% chance that a solution can be found in
200 steps or a 13% chance of being found in one step or anything in between. In
the future, it might be useful to train for these two objectives separately.
3.3 Big Steps
A full attempt at a solution will rely on multiple calls to the MCTS algorithm.
The first call is performed starting from a root tree containing the starting state.
After an application of the MCTS algorithm, the constructed tree is used to
decide which move to choose. The application of this move to the starting state
is a big step. The MCTS algorithm is then restarted on a root tree containing
the resulting state. This procedure is repeated until a big step results in an end
state or after the number of big steps exceeds a fixed bound. This bound is fixed
to be twice the difficulty of the starting state. The difficulty measure used varies
depending on the task (see Section 5). An attempt is successful if it ends in a
winning state.
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The decision which big steps to make is taken from the number of visits for
each child of the root. During exploration, a big step is chosen randomly with
probability proportional to its number of visits. During competition, the move
with the highest number of visits is chosen. To encourage exploration even more
during the exploration phase, a noise [29] given by the Dirichlet distribution with
parameter α = 0.2 is added to the prior policy of the root node.
3.4 Collecting Examples
During the exploration phase, we attempt to solve problems by using multiple
big steps as described just above. After each big step, we collect an example
for an improved policy and an improved value. The input of the example is the
state of the root. The improved policy for this example is computed by dividing
the number of visits for each child by the total number of visits for all children.
The improved value is the average of the values of all the nodes in the tree
counted with multiplicity. The new example is added to a dataset of training
examples. This dataset is then used to train the TNNs in future generations.
When the number of examples in the dataset reaches x, older examples are
discarded whenever newer examples are added so that the number of examples
never exceeds x. This number is called the size of the window and is set to 40000
in our experiments.
3.5 Levels for Curriculum Learning
During the search phases (competition or exploration), it is computationally
expensive to make attempts on all 11700 problems constructed from the training
set (see Section 4.2). A single generation would take multiple days. Moreover, the
first generation starts with a random double-headed TNN and therefore would
only find a small percentage of solutions resulting in few positive examples.
That is why we select a restricted number of problems for each search phase.
To guarantee that these problems are adapted to the current understanding of
the TNN, we construct levels of increasing difficulty by relying on a difficulty
measure for the task (see Section 5). The level k consists of the k ∗ 400 easi-
est problems according to the difficulty measure. A search phase on level k is
performed on 400 of these problems chosen at random. The first generation of
a reinforcement learning run starts at level 1. Leveling up occurs when more
than 95 percent of a batch of 400 problems of a certain level is solved. In order
to go faster on easy levels, if leveling up occurs during exploration, the phase
is restarted one level higher essentially skipping the competition and training
phase. We do not count this short loop as one generation. The idea for this lev-
els is to follow a curriculum learning approach and start by training our networks
on easy problems and then gradually move to harder problems. Yet, the harder
levels still includes easy problems as we do not want the TNN forgetting how to
solve them.
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4 Datasets
In all our tasks, our algorithms require a training set in order to learn the task at
hand, a validation test for tuning the hyper-parameters and one or more testing
sets for a final evaluation of the generalization abilities of our algorithm to new
examples. The ability of TNNs to learn a task is heavily influenced by the quality
of the training examples. Therefore, we think that the following objectives should
guide the algorithm generating the training set: a large and diverse enough set
of input terms, a uniform distribution of output classes and a gradual increase in
difficulty. The number of examples generated should be proportional to the set
of operators in our training examples as they influence the number of parameters
of the TNN. That is why we try use a minimal number of operators to represent
the terms.
4.1 Propositional Formulas
For the propositional task, we re-use the benchmark created by the authors of
[12]. Their task was trying to learn if a propositional formula A entails a formula
B (A  B). In our experiment, we decide instead to solve the equivalent task
of determining if the formula A⇒ B is a tautology or not. From their datasets
using this simple transformation, we get 100000 formulas for our training set,
100 formulas in the exam set which consists of examples taken from textbooks,
and 5000 formulas for each test set. The "a priori" difficulty of a propositional
formula can be estimated as a function of the size of the formula and the number
of variables. Using these measures, the five testing sets can be ordered from
easiest to hardest: exam, easy, hard, big, massive. More detailed statistics about
the benchmark can be found in [12].
4.2 Arithmetical Expressions
The arithmetical experiments relies on three sets of expressions: a training test
(train), a validation set (valid) and a test set (test). These datasets with some
associated statistics can be downloaded from our github repository1 .
Generation algorithm We describe first the generation of the training set.
We call A = {0, s,+,×} the set of arithmetical operators where s stands for the
successor function. TA will denote the set of all terms built from those operators.
The training set is a subset of TA. To make the generation of such a subset
feasible, we will first try to generate terms for a fixed size. Because the number
of such terms grows exponentially as the size increases, it is not feasible to
enumerate exhaustively all terms for each size (even for relatively small size
value) and take a random subset afterwards. Instead, we use top-down generation
by randomly selecting from the root each operator proportionally to the number
1 https://github.com/barakeel/arithmetic_datasets
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of subterms starting with this operator that respects the total size constraint.
This algorithm gives a distribution of random terms equivalent to uniformly
selecting in Tk
A
avoiding the cost of exhaustive generation.
Using this algorithm to generate a subset of T12
A
, we noticed that 39.0% of
the expression created evaluate to zero. Moreover, the probability of generating
the number 10 would be very low. This bias (or lack of bias) in our dataset is
detrimental for learning tasks such as end-to-end computation (Section 6.1) and
term synthesis (Section 5.4) that have an objective linked to the value of the
expression. That is why we decided to try to decrease this number by applying a
final modification to our algorithm. We temporarily increase the number of oper-
ators during the generation phase to A∪{1, . . . , n}, where 1, . . . , n are constants
(operators with zero arity). These constants are replaced by their representation
in unary s(0), . . . , sn(0) after the term building process is finished. Our algo-
rithm now has two parameters: the size of the term k and the maximal operator
n. To generate a range of different terms, we vary those parameters creating 100
classes (k, n) ∈ [|1, 10|] × [|1, 10|] and take 200 distinct terms per classes. The
upper bound on the size of our training set is then 200× 100 = 20000 but many
of these classes have fewer than 200 distinct terms. After the final replacement,
train contains 11990 distinct terms of TA. This procedure reduces the number
of expressions in train evaluating to zero to 9.8%.
The two other sets (valid , test) are created by the same algorithm with an
additional equality check to make the three sets disjoint. The validation set and
testing set include respectively 10781 and 10180 arithmetical expressions.
Distributions In order to give a better understanding of the formulas con-
tained in the sets described above, we analyze distributions for the training set
with respect to the following measures: term size, value and left-outermost proof
length. The validation and testing sets have very similar distributions.
Definition The left-outermost proof length, noted lopl (x) adds the costs of the
rewrite steps needed to reach a unary normal form using the left outermost
strategy for the following term rewriting system: x + 0 → x, x + s(y) → s(x +
y), x× 0→ 0, x× s(y)→ x× y + x. The cost of a rewrite step at position p is
1 + d where d is the depth of p where the rewriting steps occurs.
We form classes by regrouping expressions that are equal with respect to the
measures. The size of these classes are displayed in Figure 1. The biggest size for
an expression is 54. The graphs of the two other measures are truncated. The
largest value is 9072 but 91% of the expressions evaluates to a number less or
equal to 100. Among the three measures, the lopl function gives the widest range
of outputs. There are only 5477 expressions (45.7%) for which lopl (t) ≤ 100.
The proofs (sequences of rewrite steps) become so long that we were unable to
compute an upper bound for this measure. We have only determined that there
are 1% of the terms for which lopl (t) ≥ 1000. These measures are important for
our four tasks as they provide upper bounds for the difficulty of the tasks.
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Fig. 1: Number y of expressions per class
5 Specification of the Tasks
In this section, we specify the four tasks that are used for experiments with
our framework. We describe how to express them in our framework and provide
some optimizations that facilitate the learning. The first two tasks use supervised
learning while the other two tasks use deep reinforcement learning.
5.1 Truth Estimation
The aim of this task is to teach a TNN to estimate if a propositional formula
is true or not. The TNN is trained on a set of 100000 propositional formulas
presented in Section 4.1. These propositional formulas contain boolean variables
and a direct representation in our TNN would create one neural network operator
for each named variables (up to 25 in the dataset). Such a high number of
operators is detrimental to the generalization ability of our network as there
would be fewer examples in which each variable appears. Therefore, we first
number the variables according to their order of appearance in the formula (from
left to right). Then the numbered (indexed) variables x0, x1, . . . , xn are encoded
as x, prime(x), . . . , primen(x). In the end, all variables are encoded using two
operators x and prime. Thus, propositional formulas are represented by terms
built from the set of operators {x, prime,⇒,¬,∨,∧}. This approach becomes
computationally expensive when the number of distinct variables per formula
grows large. In this particular situation, architectures such as the graph neural
networks presented in [33] are preferable, because their graph structure encodes
positions of variables.
5.2 End-to-end Computation
This task as well as the following two are performed on the arithmetical datasets
presented in Section 4.2. The aim of the task is to compute the first four bits
of the value x of an arithmetical expression. In other words, the TNN should
learn to output the binary representation of x modulo 16. Ignoring the possible
decoding step performed by the head network, to generate the first bit (reason-
ing modulo 2) the arithmetical operators 0, s,+,× have to behave respectively
like the boolean operators false, not , xor , and . The bottom-up architecture of the
TNN is perfectly suited for this task as it is a natural way to evaluate an ex-
pression. And since the knowledge of the structure of the formula is hard-coded
in the tree structure, we expect the TNN to generalize well.
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5.3 Term Rewriting
The goal of this task is to produce a sequence of rewrite steps from an arith-
metical expression t0 to a unary number. The task relies on the following equa-
tions which are a subset of Robinson axioms: ∀x. x + 0 = x, ∀x y. x + s(y) =
s(x+ y), ∀x. x× 0 = 0, ∀x y. x× s(y) = x× y+ x. From these four axioms, we
construct seven rewrite rules using both directions of the equalities. The rewrite
rule 0 → x × 0 , which is not necessary to solve our problem, is omitted. The
reason is that it would require us to create a ground term for x and we prefer to
experiment with term synthesis in a separate task (see Section 5.4). This term
rewrite system however does not allow us to define directly a finite set of moves
for our search problem. Indeed, a rewrite rule can often be applied at many
different positions of a term. And our TNN architecture for approximating the
policy does not support an arbitrary number of outputs. To fix the issue, we in-
troduce a tagging operator tag that indicates the only position where rewriting
is possible in the current state and add rules to move the tagging operator in
the term structure. After this modification, the starting state is tag(t0). There
is only one winning state tag(svalue(t0)(0) and no losing states. The application
of a rewrite rule restores the tag to the root of the expression The additional
argument move a1 (respectively a2) shifts the tag down to the left (respectively
right) argument.
tag(1× 1)
tag(1)× 1tag(1× 0 + 1) 1× tag(1)
tag(s(1× 0 + 0)) tag(1× 0) + 1 1× 0 + tag(1)
×lr a1 a2
+lr a1 a2
Fig. 2: Search tree for the rewriting problem with starting state tag(1× 1).
Given an arithmetical expression t0, the difficulty measure associated with
this task is lopl (t0) (defined in Section 4.2). This is an upper bound for the
derivation length.
5.4 Term Synthesis
The aim of this task is to find a term whose value is equal to a starting term.
This defines a simple problem that requires term synthesis. It can be expressed
as finding a witness for the following existential theorem ∃t. t0 = t where t0 is
a given arithmetical expression taken from our dataset and = is the predicate
checking if the value of t0 and t are equal. The term t to synthesize is built
starting from the root. At each step, the predictor chooses the operator it wants
to imitate. In the general case, if an operator has two arguments (or more), the
left argument is constructed first. For the TNN to know for which initial term
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t0 it has to construct an equal term, the state will always include t0 as the left-
hand side and the term to be synthesized as the right-hand side of an equality.
The operator X is a placeholder for an uncompleted sub-tree. Altogether, the
language of the TNNs is enriched by two extra operators X and = . The starting
state is t0 = X . The search ends when the state t0 = t does not contain any X .
The end state is winning if value(t0) = value(t) and losing otherwise. For each
move in {0, s,+,×}, the replacement rule applied is respectively X → 0, X →
s(X), X → X + X and X → X × X . A search tree build for this problem is
shown in Figure 3.
t0 = X
t0 = s(X)t0 = 0 t0 = X +X t0 = X ×X
t0 = S(X) + Xt0 = 0 + X t0 = (X + X) + X t0 = (X × X) + X
0 s + ×
s +0 ×
Fig. 3: Search tree for synthesis task from the starting state t0 = X
An upper bound for the minimal length of a solution is size(t0) since copy-
ing the term t0 is a possible solution to the task. Another upper bound is the
value(t0) + 1 achieved by constructing the term s
value(t0)(0). By combining the
two results, we obtain an upper bound of min(value(t0) + 1, size(t0)). For this
task, we set the difficulty measure to mvs(t0) = min(value(t0), size(t0)). The
minor difference does not affect search attempts as the limit in the number of
big steps is fixed to twice the difficulty.
6 Results
The search phases were executed on 16 CPUs, with one core per search attempt.
Training a TNN was performed on 1 CPU per parameters in the tuning phase
and 4 CPUs in the other experiments. The code for the framework and the
experiments is available in the github repository for HOL4.2 The most recent
updates can be seen on the development branch under the src/AI directory.
In the supervised learning experiments, we compare the efficiency of our TNN
architecture and implementation with other approaches. The end-to-end com-
putation tasks is also where parameters of the TNN and the training schedule
are tuned. The two reinforcement learning experiments then demonstrate how
the reinforcement learning framework is able to gradually learn a task by recur-
sive self-improvement using only minimal human guidance in the form of the
difficulty measures.
2 https://github.com/HOL-Theorem-Prover/HOL
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6.1 Supervised Learning Tasks
The training parameters are tested by performing an exhaustive grid search for
the values of the following parameters: the learning rate, the batch size, the
number of layers (3 stands for one hidden layer) and the dimension of the em-
beddings. The range of these values is indicated in Table 1. The 24 training runs
are executed in parallel for 400 epochs. Table 1 shows the 5 sets of parameters
that resulted in an accuracy above 90% on the validation set.
Table 1: Parameter tuning of the TreeHOL4 predictor (left) and prediction ac-
curacy (right) on the end-to-end computation task
valid train learn. rate batch layers dim.
(0.1,0.05,0.02) (16,64) (3,5) (12,16)
96.9 99.8 0.02 16 3 12
94.8 99.8 0.1 64 3 16
94.6 99.8 0.05 64 3 16
94.3 99.8 0.02 16 3 16
92.1 97.9 0.05 64 3 12
Predictors train test
TreeHOL4 98.5 94.3
NMT [32] 100.0 77.2
NearestNeighbor [11] 100.0 11.7
LibLinear [13] 84.4 18.3
XGBoost [7] 99.5 16.8
The logs of the run for the best parameters show that almost all the training
is achieved during the first 100 epochs. To save time, this number will be used
along with the best parameters for all subsequent training.
In the right part of Table 1, we compare our TNN predictor with feature based
predictors. These predictors are quite successful in the premise selection task in
ITP Hammers [3]. However, experiments with these predictors are performed
with a standard set of syntactical features consisting of all the subterms of the
arithmetical expressions. This requires almost no engineering. The accuracy of
these predictors on the test set is only slightly better than random (6.25%). The
obvious reason is that it is very difficult to compute the value of an expression
simply by comparing its subterms with features of terms in the training set. This
highlights the need of some feature engineering for these predictors. The slight
decrease in performance observed for the TNN architecture during the test phase
compared to the tuning phase is due to the reduction of the number of epochs
to 100. As a final comparison, we test the deep learning recurrent neural model
NMT with parameters taken from those shown as best in the informal-to-formal
task [34]. This is a sequence-to-sequence model with attention, typically used for
machine translation. This is a more general approach compared to ours, and it
may be able to learn the structure of the tree even if represented as a sequence.3.
However, despite the perfect training accuracy, the testing accuracy of NMT is
below the TNN.
Table 2 compares the results of our TNNs on the truth estimation task with
the best neural network architectures for this task.
The first three architectures are the best extracted from the table of results
in [12]. The first one is a tree neural network similar to ours which also indexes
3 We use prefix notation for representing the terms as sequences for NMT
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the variables. A major difference is that we use the prime operator to encode
variables while they instead rely on data augmentation by permuting the vari-
able indices. The second one replaces feedforward network by LSTMs. The third
architecture bases its decision on simultaneously using multiple embeddings for
boolean variables. That is why this architecture is named PossibleWorld. In
contrast, the TopDown architecture [8] inverts the structure of the TNNs, and
combines the embedding of boolean variables (that are now outputs) using recur-
rent networks. Because the names of the variables are implicit in the structure
of the graph, this architecture is naturally invariant under variable renaming.
The results on the test set demonstrates that our implementation of TNN is at
least as good the one in [12] as it beats it on every test set. Overall, the more
carefully designed architectures for this task (PossibleWorld and TopDown) out-
perform it. One thing to note is that these architectures typically rely on a much
larger embedding dimension – up to d = 1024 for the TopDown architecture –
expected to require much longer training schedule. We are planning to train net-
works multiple times during a reinforcement learning loop and this is the main
reason why we preferred the faster and smaller networks. However, our TNN
implementation rivals with the best architectures on the exam dataset which
consists of 100 small examples with few variables extracted from textbooks.
Table 2: Accuracy on the test sets of the truth estimation tasks
Architecture easy hard big mass. exam
Tree 72.2 69.7 67.9 56.6 85.0
TreeLSTM 77.8 74.2 74.2 59.3 75.0
PossibleWorld 98.6 96.7 93.9 73.4 96.0
TopDown 95.9 83.2 81.6 83.6 96.0
TreeHOL4 86.5 77.5 79.6 59.7 98.0
6.2 Reinforcement Learning Tasks
The results for both reinforcement learning tasks are presented together. Figure 4
shows the level achieved after x generations for each task.
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Fig. 4: Level achieved (y-left) at each generation (x). The term rewriting run is
shown on the left and the term synthesis run on the right.
The analysis of the left-outermost proof length shows that some expressions
might require very long derivations. In order for our algorithm to finish in a
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reasonable time, we decided to restrict the training set for the rewriting tasks
to terms with lopl less than 89. This forms 13 levels, hence the total number of
problems for our training run is 13× 400 = 5200 which amounts to 43.4% of the
training set. For the synthesis task, the 11600 training problems are regrouped to
form 29 levels. The hardest 300 problems are not enough to form a 30th level and
thus are not considered. In Figure 4, the square indicates the generation at which
the maximum level is achieved first. After this point, all levels are equal to the
maximum level and the upward slope only shows how frequently the maximum
levels passed. Since leveling up during the exploration phase restarts this phase,
multiple levels may be passed during one generation. In the rewriting task at
generation 31, the exploration phase consistently solves more than 95 percent
of the randomly selected problems, therefore a generation 32 network is never
trained.
During the reinforcement runs, we stored the weights of the best TNNs at
each generation. To show the gradual learning progress, we select the TNNs from
the key generations. The gen0 TNN provides a baseline as it has its weights ran-
domly initialized. The percentage of test problems solved is shown in Table 3.
For the rewriting task, we restrict the test set to the same range as the training
set. This creates a set of 3791 problems noted T≤89. We also test some extrapola-
tion property, by evaluating the performance of the TNNs on the set T90−130 of
692 terms t for which 90 ≤ lopl (t) ≤ 130. To determine how performance scales
as the number of search steps increases to the results we run tests with different
numbers of simulations (sim). Since we are evaluating thousands of problems, we
did not test the performance for a larger number of simulations but we believe
that it would provide another increase in the success rate. For a comparison,
to get the best performance, chess engines such as LeelaChessZero [26] run with
millions of simulations during computer chess tournaments. In both tasks, with
a large number of simulations, the final TNN is better than the intermediate
TNN considered. This is interestingly not the always case with few simulations.
Considering the way levels are created, it is possible that the TNN slowly for-
gets how to solve easy problems in favor of better guidance for harder ones. And
since mostly easy problems are solved with few simulations, this is reflected in
the final numbers. Moreover with many simulations, the fully trained TNN can
compensate for its limitations on shallow problems.
Table 3: Percentage of test problems solved
Rewriting task
T≤89 T90−130
sim gen0 gen13 gen31 gen13 gen31
1 8.4 81.3 79.6 40.6 62.1
16 9.0 85.0 83.7 46.1 66.3
160 16.2 87.9 90.7 47.0 71.2
1600 18.8 90.8 95.4 51.6 78.6
Synthesis task
10180 problems
sim gen0 gen10 gen99
1 10.1 32.8 21.7
16 10.1 45.2 41.3
160 13.3 71.9 80.4
1600 14.5 70.2 92.1
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The performance of the secondary minimization objective on these testing
runs is displayed in Table 4. The compression rate for an expression t0 is com-
puted by dividing the length of the derivation (number of big steps) by lopl (t0)
for the rewriting task and by size(t0) for the synthesis task. This represents how
much better is the strategy discovered by our framework compared to designed
strategies: left-outermost for rewriting and copying for synthesis. The ratio pre-
sented in Table 4 is the average of the compression rate of successful attempts.
The second part of the table shows that problems with larger lopl can be com-
pressed more. The random TNN at generation 0 on the synthesis task has an
extraordinary compression rate of 0.09 with 1600 simulations because it is only
able to solve problems that have a short solution. In order to compare the com-
pression performance fairly across all parameters, we recalculate the averages by
including failed attempts and giving them a compression rate of 2 which is the
worst compression rate that a successful attempt can achieve. This fairer com-
pression rate (shown in parentheses) reveals that more generations and more
simulations help.
Table 4: Average compression rate on the test set
Rewriting task
3791 problems of T≤89
sim gen0 gen13 gen31
1 1.00 (1.92) 0.90 (1.11) 0.88 (1.11)
16 1.21 (1.93) 0.90 (1.06) 0.88 (1.06)
160 1.58 (1.93) 0.89 (1.02) 0.90 (1.00)
1600 0.95 (1.80) 0.88 (0.99) 0.88 (0.93)
Synthesis task
10180 problems
sim gen0 gen10 gen99
1 0.07 (1.81) 0.39 (1.47) 0.29 (1.63)
16 0.07 (1.81) 0.45 (1.30) 0.46 (1.36)
160 0.09 (1.74) 0.70 (1.07) 0.74 (0.99)
1600 0.09 (1.72) 0.57 (0.99) 0.73 (0.82)
7 Related Work
The related work can be classified into three categories: machine learning guid-
ance inside ATPs, learning assisted reasoning in ITPs and neural network models
for encoding formulas. We present the most promising projects in each category
separately. Their description shows how they compare to our approach and in-
fluence our methods.
First, the work that comes closest to achieving our end goal of a competi-
tive learning-guided theorem prover is described in [21]. There, a guided MCTS
algorithm is trained with reinforcement learning. Its objective is to prove first-
order formulas from Mizar [18] problems using a connection-style search [25].
The experiments show that gradual improvement stops on the test set after the
fifth generation. This is probably for two reasons: the small number of problems
relative to the diversity of the domains considered and the inherent limitations
of the feature-based predictor [7] they rely on. Another approach is to mod-
ify state-of-the-art ATPs by introducing machine-learned heuristics to influence
important choice points in their search algorithms. A major project is the devel-
opment of ENIGMA [19,9,20] which guides given clause selection in E-prover [27].
There, a fast machine learning model is trained to evaluate clauses from their
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contribution to previous proofs. A significant slowdown detrimental to the suc-
cess rate of E-prover occurs when trying to replace the fast predictors by deep
neural networks [24].
Second, our work aims to ultimately bring more automation to ITP users.
Hammers [3] rely on machine learning guided premise selection, translation to
first-order and calls to external ATPs to provide powerful push button automa-
tion. An instance of such a system is implemented in HOL4 [15]. Its performance
on induction problem is limited by the encoding of the translation. To solve this
issue, the tactical prover TacticToe [16,17], also implemented in HOL4, learns to
apply tactics extracted from existing proof scripts. It can perform induction on
variables when an induction tactic has been defined for the particular inductive
type. Yet, it is currently limited by its inability to synthesize terms as arguments
of tactics.
Third, the search for suitable deep learning models for learning task on math-
ematical formulas has recently become an interesting subject for the machine
learning community. A first experiment asks if a neural network can learn propo-
sitional entailment [12]. In this work, they design an architecture that facilitates
learning by letting the network imagine multiple sets of assignments for the
boolean variables in the problem. An architecture that propagates embeddings
from the root of the formulas to variables in the leafs is proposed to solve the
same task in [8]. A graph neural network that encodes a higher-order formulas is
presented in [33] and evaluated on a a premise selection task. A message passing
neural network is trained to behave as a SAT-solver in [28]. The graph structure
of the neural network connects literals appearing in the same clause and between
complementary literals.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
Our framework exhibits good performance on the four tasks related to theorem
proving. The tasks that use supervised learning were used to evaluate the per-
formance of our TNN implementation and to compare it with other machine
learning predictors. The TNNs were then used to guide the more general deep
reinforcement learning algorithm on the remaining tasks. This approach show-
cases how self-learning can solve a task by gathering examples from exploratory
searches. Compared to supervised learning, this self-learning approach does not
require an oracle and is able to produce verifiable search traces.
In the future, we intend to test this reinforcement learning framework on
many more tasks and test the possibility of joint training [35]. One domain to
explore consists of tasks on higher-order terms such as: beta-reduction, predi-
cate synthesis or higher-order unification. Another interesting development is to
apply the ideas of this paper to the TacticToe framework. A direct application
would give the tactical prover the ability to synthesize the terms appearing as
arguments of tactic. More generally, the term synthesis task and the term rewrit-
ing could be modified to respectively perform tactic synthesis and tactical proof
search in TacticToe.
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